During the Deep Propagating Gravity Wave Experiment (DEEPWAVE) project in June and July 2014, the Gulfstream V research aircraft flew 97 legs over the Southern Alps of New Zealand and 150 legs over the Tasman Sea and Southern Ocean, mostly in the low stratosphere at 12.1-km altitude. Improved instrument calibration, redundant sensors, longer flight legs, energy flux estimation, and scale analysis revealed several new gravity wave properties. Over the sea, flight-level wave fluxes mostly fell below the detection threshold. Over terrain, disturbances had characteristic mountain wave attributes of positive vertical energy flux (EF z ), negative zonal momentum flux, and upwind horizontal energy flux. In some cases, the fluxes changed rapidly within an 8-h flight, even though environmental conditions were nearly unchanged. The largest observed zonal momentum and vertical energy fluxes were MF x 5 2550 mPa and EF z 5 22 W m 22 , respectively. A wide variety of disturbance scales were found at flight level over New Zealand. The vertical wind variance at flight level was dominated by short ''fluxless'' waves with wavelengths in the 6-15-km range. Even shorter scales, down to 500 m, were found in wave breaking regions. The wavelength of the flux-carrying mountain waves was much longer-mostly between 60 and 150 km. In the strong cases, however, with EF z . 4 W m
Introduction
Gravity waves are common in Earth's atmosphere as they can be produced by a variety of sources and they are only lightly damped. Their propagation requires that the lapse rate be greater than the dry adiabatic value (i.e., dT/dz . G 5 2g/C p ' 29.88C km
21
) and that the intrinsic wave frequency falls in between the buoyancy frequency N 5 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi (g/u)(du/dz) p and the inertial frequency f 5 2V sin(f) (Gossard and Hooke 1975; Gill 1982; Nappo 2012; Sutherland 2010) . In these expressions, the symbols g, C p , u, V, and f are gravity, specific heat capacity, potential temperature, Earth rotation rate, and latitude, respectively. Gravity waves play a significant role in atmospheric dynamics by dispersing mesoscale horizontal potential temperature gradients, aiding geostrophic adjustment, and transporting energy and momentum from source to sink regions (Eliassen and Palm 1960; Bretherton 1969; Holton 1982; Fritts and Nastrom 1992; Alexander et al. 2010) .
The current state of knowledge of gravity waves fluxes around the world is nicely reviewed by Geller at al. (2013) . They emphasize that satellites and global models are unable to resolve the short wavelength components of the gravity wave spectrum. In addition, wave parameterization schemes are oversimplified and differ from model to model. As a result, there are significant differences and uncertainties in regional wave momentum flux (MF) estimates. In the Southern Hemisphere winter, for example, the most active wave season and region in the world, zonally averaged MFs estimates at z 5 20-km range from 2 to 18 mPa.
While satellites, superpressure balloons, and radiosondes provide better spatial and temporal coverage of gravity waves, the most detailed wave observations come from aircraft transects through wave fields, capturing the full spectrum. Physical studies of wave generation and propagation require these targeted high-resolution observations. Furthermore, airborne wave detection has advanced significantly from the 1950s to the present day. Examples of aircraft gravity wave campaigns are given in appendix A.
Early aircraft wave surveys mapped surfaces of constant potential temperature to show airflow ascent and descent. Later surveys combined a gust probe with an inertial platform to deduce three wind components and momentum fluxes. Beginning with T-REX in 2006, GPS altitude measurement allowed detection of static pressure variation and energy flux estimation in mountain waves. The three energy flux components describe the way that gravity waves propagate their energy through the atmosphere.
The recent Deep Propagating Gravity Wave Experiment (DEEPWAVE) campaign (Fritts et al. 2016 ) was a significant advance over previous gravity wave surveys in many respects. Most importantly, it was the first project to follow waves from the troposphere to the lower thermosphere. This was done by combining flight-level with ground-based, airborne, and satellite remote sensing instruments. Other unique aspects included 1) extensive surveys over land and sea with long legs, 2) targeted observing to improve gravity wave predictions, and 3) better calibrated and redundant in situ airborne sensors. DEEPWAVE is also the first airborne gravity wave project over New Zealand with its isolated rugged terrain and its winter proximity to the Southern Hemisphere polar night jet allowing deep wave propagation. With these advantages, DEEPWAVE seeks new insights into atmospheric gravity wave dynamics and predictability.
The DEEPWAVE project took place in June and July 2014 in the New Zealand region. In this paper, we focus on the flight-level data from the NSF/NCAR Gulfstream V (GV) aircraft. In 26 missions, the GV carried out 97 legs over the Southern Alps of New Zealand and 150 legs over the Tasman Sea and Southern Ocean (Fig. 1) . A typical leg length and altitude are 350 and 12.1 km, respectively. Flight-level sampling was done at 1 Hz (240 m) and 25 Hz (10 m). Here we take a statistical approach to this unique dataset. Our statistical results will build a foundation for later case studies, model-data comparisons, and merging flight-level and remote sensing data.
Flux calculations a. Flux definitions
In our statistical analysis of flight-level data, we focus on the standard momentum and energy fluxes for nonrotating flow (Eliassen and Palm 1960) :
MF y 5 r y 0 w 0 ,
EF z 5 P cg w 0 ,
EF y 5 P cg y 0 , and
where r is air density; u 0 , y 0 , and w 0 are the perturbation zonal, meridional, and vertical wind speeds; P cg is perturbation pressure corrected for aircraft altitude and cross-track wind; and the overbar indicates spatial leg averages. We computed these six fluxes for all 247 legs from the DEEPWAVE project. A ''leg'' is defined as a straight and level flight segment usually exceeding 300 km in length. Using the 1-Hz GV data, we subtract the mean values of U, V, W, etc. to obtain the perturbation quantities u 0 , y 0 , and w 0 and compute variances and fluxes on each leg. There is a slight ambiguity regarding the computation of mean values in choosing between an aircraft mean, a spatial mean, or a parcel weighted mean. This ambiguity changes flux values by no more than 5%. The energy flux [(3)-(5)] estimation is a new capability using corrected static pressure (see below). Equation (6) is the scalar flux with units of vertical energy flux (W m
22
) formed by the dot product of momentum flux MF and the mean horizontal wind U vector. In steady small-amplitude waves, it is equal to (3) [see (10) in section 3c].
b. Correcting the static pressure
The static pressure recorded in the GV research dataset is measured from a lower fuselage port and corrected for dynamic pressure and angle of attack effects. For use as a dynamically relevant pressure, two other corrections are needed. As the aircraft climbs and descends slightly along a track, we correct the pressure to a constant reference altitude (z) assuming hydrostatic balance
where z is the aircraft geometric altitude determined from the global positioning system (GPS). As the autopilot is trying to maintain a constant pressure altitude, the variations in P C along a leg, especially for longer disturbances, come primarily from altitude (z) variations. This kind of correction has been made for several decades over water using a radar altimeter, but only recently could it made over rough terrain using differential GPS (Parish et al. 2007 ). With estimated OmniStar GPS altitude errors of 10 cm or less, and a typical air density of 0.3 kg m 23 , the potential error in the second term in (7) is only 0.3 Pa. We have confirmed this altitude accuracy during DEEPWAVE by comparing OmniStar with New Zealand ground GPS stations. A second source of pressure error is the geostrophic pressure gradient associated with cross-track winds. Whenever the GV flies oblique to the wind vector, a drift in altitude (z) is noted, which from (7) we interpret as the horizontal pressure gradient. Assuming geostrophy, we can compute this pressure trend from the cross-track wind component U cross using
Along a 100-km leg, a 5 m s 21 crosswind will typically cause [from (8)] P G 5 630 Pa. To compare (8) with observations, we compute the average pressure gradient from the regression slope for each leg (Fig. 2) . The agreement is excellent showing that both the corrected static pressure and cross-track winds are well determined. The geostrophic pressure gradient is significant when the wind direction and aircraft track heading differ by more than 58. As gravity wave propagation is an ageostrophic phenomenon, we subtract the geostrophic pressure gradient to define
This simple correction significantly improves energy flux calculations and increases its correlation with momentum flux. The T-REX dataset was uncorrected for this effect but the error was minimized by choosing tracks with little crosswind component (Smith et al. 2008) . A still simpler approach, used hereafter, is just to detrend the pressure signal before using it for variance or flux calculations.
c. Measurement uncertainty
Over the last few years, significant improvements have been made in the calibrations of the NSF/NCAR GV flightlevel primary instrument calibrations. These improvements were accomplished in part with the use of a Doppler laser air motion sensor that could detect the aircraft airspeed more accurately than the conventional pitot-static pressure method (Cooper et al. 2014) . While this lidar was not used in . Observed primary pressure is corrected for aircraft altitude variation using differential GPS. All DEEPWAVE legs are shown.
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DEEPWAVE, the project benefited from these updated calibrations. Our estimated errors for the ''primary'' sensors are given in Table 1 .
From these values, we can estimate the errors that enter the flux calculation. As mean values are removed before flux computation, the flux errors arise only from the random errors. To propagate the errors for momentum flux we imagine a transect with anticorrelated sinusoidal u 0 and w 0 oscillations with amplitudes of 5 and 1 m s 21 , respectively. With air density of 0.3 kg m
23
, we define a reference value MF x 5 rhu 0 w 0 i 5 (0.5)(0.3)(5)(1) 5 0.75 Pa. In a worst-case scenario, the error in Table 1 would translate to a corresponding error in the amplitude of the u 0 or w 0 oscillation. In that case, errors in u 0 and w 0 will give MF x errors of 0.2/5 5 4% and 0.11/1 5 11%, respectively. If the errors are random and uncorrelated, the MF x error will be reduced in proportion to the number of samples through the wave. A sampling of n 5 64 points along the wave will reduce the relative error by the factor F 5 n 21/2 ; 0.12, giving MF x errors of about 0.5% and 1%, respectively (i.e., 3.75 and 7.5 mPa). The true error probably lies in between these two diverse sets of estimates. Similar estimates can be done for vertical and horizontal energy flux. Here we neglect errors in geometric altitude and geostrophic pressure. We assume an oscillating pressure (p 0 ) with an amplitude of 100 Pa in phase with u 0 and w 0 oscillations with amplitudes of 5 and 1 m s 21 as before. The reference energy flux components are then EF x 5 250 W m 22 and EF z 5 50 W m 22 . In the worst case, the p 0 and u 0 errors contribute to EF x errors of 10/100 5 10% and 0.2/5 5 4%, respectively. Errors in p 0 and w 0 contribute to EF z errors of 10/100 5 10% and 0.11/1 5 11%. EF x is slightly more accurate than EF z . As before, randomness with averaging would reduce these flux errors significantly.
d. Redundant data
Because of the difficulty in translating sensor errors into flux uncertainties, we seek a more robust method to estimate flux errors. A unique aspect of the DEEPWAVE GV flight-level dataset is that several in situ quantities were measured by two independent sensors ( Table 2 ). The sensors believed to be more accurate are called primary. The correlations and linear regression slopes between the primary and secondary sensor pairs are shown in Table 2 . The secondary static pressure (PS_A) is an aircraft system signal with some smoothing (Cooper et al. 2014) . The wind variables with suffix ''_GP'' come from the left underwing pod instead of the nose-cone gust probe. The differential GPS altitude GGALT comes from an onboard GPS updated in real time with the OmniStar satellite data. The GGALT_DGPS is corrected after the project using recorded DGPS data from GPS surface stations in New Zealand. A drawback to this ''redundancy method'' is that the secondary variable will likely dominate the uncertainty and thus overestimate the errors in the primary measurement. Thus, we obtain an upper bound on flux errors.
In Table 2 , the regression slope and correlation coefficient between each pair of sensors is shown. Values in the Table 2 are averages over all 247 flight legs. Note that only static pressure and vertical velocity show significant differences. The difference in static pressure arises from the fact that the secondary sensor (PS_A) is part of the GV navigation system and is considerably damped relative to the ''research'' pressure (PSFX). The impact of these instrument differences on flux calculations is shown in Table 3 .
To understand how these sensor differences impact the flux measurements, we exchanged a secondary for a primary sensor and recomputed leg fluxes. An example is shown in Fig. 3 , where we replaced the pressure sensor in the EF z computation. The regression slope is 0.85, less than unity, owing to the damping on the secondary pressure. The scatter suggests an EF z uncertainty of at least 1 W m 22 . In Table 3 , we show the difference in all the leg flux estimates caused by swapping a secondary for a primary sensor. In the ''pair'' column, PS/SP gives the order that w 0 and u 0 are taken from the primary (P) and secondary (S) sensors. To describe how these redundant measurements compare, we show the R squared and slope of the regression line and the mean absolute error (MAE). Each flux involves two sensors and both swaps are considered: PS and SP. All 247 legs are included. The last two columns give a target flux value that we would expect to find and measure over mountains and the expected relative errors using the MAE values, respectively. For example, our target zonal momentum flux is MF x 5 0.1 Pa 5 100 mPa and target vertical energy flux is 5 W m 22 . Errors in the secondary w sensor degrade the MF x and EF z estimates. The actual errors in the primary sensors may be much smaller than given in Table 3 . In general, we see good agreement between the different estimates of these fluxes. The best accuracy is for the horizontal energy flux (EF x , EF y ) with differences less than 5%. While this quantity has not been computed from flight data before, we conclude that it can be robustly estimated. It gives valuable information about how the wave is propagating horizontally through the atmosphere. Note that these error estimates do not include sampling errors. Even in simple mountain wave fields, fluxes are inhomogeneous (Vosper and Mobbs 1998; Kruse and Smith 2015) and a single aircraft traverse is unlikely to give a spatially and temporally representative flux value.
Flux results

a. Land versus sea
The extensive over-ocean surveys in DEEPWAVE allow us to compare stratospheric waves over mountainous terrain with those over the sea using the same platform and instruments. Is there a significant difference between land and sea gravity waves? Are the waves over the sea in excess of our threshold detection level? Figure 4 shows EF z plotted against the distance between the leg center and a Mt. Cook reference point (43.608S, 170.148E). Legs with distances greater than 300 km are primarily ocean legs but may include a few transects over remote islands. The EF z values for distant legs have random sign and seldom exceed 1 W m 22 in magnitudeour rough detection threshold. The cluster at 1460 km is from Macquarie Island-RF23. The large flux at 1930 km JULY 2016
is from Tasmania-RF06. The largest outlier, the negative value EF z 5 25 w m 22 at 800 km, is a large-scale wave not properly sampled by the GV. For the remainder of this study we focus on the 14 New Zealand flights with legs over the mountainous Southern Alps terrain (Fig. 1b) .
b. Momentum and energy fluxes over New Zealand
The energy and momentum fluxes for all 14 New Zealand flights are shown in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5a , the leg EF z magnitudes vary widely between and within flights, but all EF z values are positive, indicating upward propagating waves. In flights RF2, -11, -14, and -22, the fluxes are very small-less than 1 W m 22 . In four flights-RF9, -12, -13, and -16-leg values of EF z exceeded 5 W m
22
. The strongest fluxes were found in RF16 leg 1 with MF x 5 2550 mPa and EF z 5 22 W m 22 .
The zonal momentum fluxes (MF x ) shown in Fig. 5b show a similar pattern of weak and strong flights and legs. All MF x values are negative as expected for steady mountain waves in westerly ambient airflow. In selecting New Zealand flights for this section, we have removed RF26 owing to its unusual ridge-parallel leg orientation.
c. Relationship between momentum and energy flux
According to Eliassen and Palm (1960) , there is a simple relationship between energy and momentum flux for linear, steady nondissipating mountain waves:
While (10) is rather general, it can be understood in simple cases as arising from the inverse relationship between perturbation pressure and velocity in the linearized horizontal momentum equation (e.g., r Uu 0 5 2p 0 ). To test (10) against our New Zealand data, we plot legaveraged EF z [(3)] versus EF zM [(6)] in Fig. 5c .
The agreement between the energy and momentum flux is excellent, suggesting that our measurements are good and the assumptions behind (10) data (Smith et al. 2008 ) with good agreement (slope 5 0.86), but not as good as found here (slope 5 0.96). The marked improvement in the current case appears to be due to improved data quality and the geostrophic correction (i.e., detrending) to the pressure field.
d. Horizontal energy flux
According to linear wave theory, vertically propagating mountain waves must have a horizontal component to their energy flux. They propagate upwind through the air in order to balance the strong downwind advection of wave energy by the mean flow. As indicated in section 2, we are able to compute EF x [(4)] and EF y [(5)] with considerable accuracy. The horizontal EF vectors are shown in Fig. 5d for all the New Zealand mountain legs. With only one exception, the energy propagation is westward or northwestward, opposing the mean winds and roughly perpendicular to the ridge crest. This adds certainty to our interpretation of the disturbances over New Zealand as mountain waves.
Typically, the horizontal energy fluxes [ (4) and (5) . In simple environments, the ratio R 5 EF z /EF x ' 1/15 represents the slope of the phase lines, the slope of the gravity wave ray path relative to the fluid, and the ratio of the vertical to horizontal wavelength.
e. Flux variation and low-level winds
According to classical linear mountain wave theory, the mountain wave fluxes increase systematically with increased wind speed U across the mountain. In unsheared hydrostatic flow (e.g., Queney 1948), for example,
(appendix B). The control of energy flux by wind speed is tested in Fig. 6 , where we plot aircraft observed EF z at 12.1 km versus the low-level (z 5 4 km) wind speed across the terrain directly underneath the aircraft. A similar plot can be made for MF x . The low-level wind speed is determined from a nested 6-km WRF simulation with ECMWF analysis boundary conditions, as described by Kruse and Smith (2015) . This is the perhaps best available estimate of the winds across the terrain directly underneath the aircraft. Our DEEPWAVE results seem to violate simple wind speed control. The figure shows no one-to-one relationship between wind speed and flux. At wind speeds above 20 m s
21
, the energy and momentum fluxes fluctuate between large and small values. Perhaps it is only the upper value that is controlled by the wind speed. This result supports the idea of some instability in the wave generation process. One possibility is the resonant reflection from wave breaking aloft (e.g., Smith 1985) . Another possible cause is discussed in section 9 is related to how the airflow follows the complex terrain. A similar comparison was done by Lilly et al. (1982) (Fig. 7) . The flight-level winds decreased slowly. Leg 5, flown higher, illustrates the negative vertical wind shear not temporal change.
Atmospheric profiles over New Zealand
The environments in which the waves propagate over New Zealand were well observed in DEEPWAVE using frequent radiosondes from Hokitika, Lauder, and Haast (Fig. 1b) . Profiles from GV dropsondes and inversion of radiances from the airborne microwave temperature profiler (MTP) are also available from all flights. Sample radiosonde profiles for 29 June (RF12) and 4 July (RF16) are shown in Fig. 8 . The profiles agree at larger vertical scales but show uncorrelated oscillations caused by mountain waves. A striking aspect of both soundings is the tropopause inversion layer [TIL; see Birner (2006) and Gettelman and Wang (2015) ]. The aircraft at z 5 12.1 km is generally flying within or just above the TIL. As the wind speeds are relatively high at this altitude, the waves are more ''linear'' than they are at other altitudes (Kruse and Smith 2015) . The profiles in Fig. 8 are useful in interpreting the flight-level data shown in the sections below.
Vertical displacement patterns
A useful way to visualize mountain wave patterns is to compute the vertical displacement of air parcels as they cross the mountain range. Assuming that the wave field is steady and the wind is along the flight track and that the displacements are small, we use the flight-level winds to compute the kinematic displacement
In (12), we use the perturbation vertical velocity w 0 (x) and total along-track wind speed U(x) (Smith et al. 2008 ). The mean vertical velocity has been subtracted from each leg according to w 0 5 w 2 w. The integral begins at the upwind end of the cross-mountain leg. The d(x) patterns for RF12 and RF16 are shown in Fig. 9 for all cross-mountain legs. These traces show the smooth upwind region, the waves over the mountain crest, and the short periodic waves downwind. The bottom panel in Fig. 9 shows the extreme ruggedness of the New Zealand terrain.
The reader's eye may at first fail to distinguish between the weaker RF12 event and stronger RF16 event or between the weak and strong legs on RF16 (Figs. 5a,  b) . The significant differences between these legs are masked by the dominance of energetic short waves with a horizontal wavelength of about 10 km. As we will see in section 6, these short waves carry little vertical energy and momentum flux and so are ''fluxless.'' It is the longer waves hidden within these short waves that carry the fluxes. This confusion motivates the scale analysis in the next section.
Scale analysis
The cross-island transects of air motion, temperature, and pressure contain a wide variety of scales-from a few tens of meters to 300 km. The interpretation of these different scales poses a challenge for the analyst. An important characteristic of a wave field is the dominant wavelength(s) of the flux-carrying wave(s). Additionally, there may be other disturbance scales that do not carry fluxes. To guide our discussion of scale, we introduce a scale terminology in Table 4 . The acronym ''LIST'' helps one to remember these scale categories. The long wave category is limited by the typical aircraft leg length of 350 km. The turbulence category is limited by the 25-Hz sampling interval of about 10 m.
With only a few exceptions, the waves carrying upward energy flux and downward momentum flux over New Zealand lie in the ranges of wavelengths between 20 and 150 km. For discussion purposes, we arbitrarily divide this range at 60 km into long and intermediate waves ( Table 4) (Figs. 8b and  9a) . The flight-level data for leg 10 is shown in Fig. 10 . In  Fig. 10e , the accumulative EF z is shown, normalized by the total leg length. The wavelet and power spectral analyses for w(x) variance and EF z 5 p 0 w 0 are shown in Fig. 11 . The variance wavelet for w 0 and covariance wavelets for p 0 w 0 are computed using the method of Woods and Smith (2010) . Figures 10 and 11 show that the w variance is dominated by short waves with l ' 8 km with smaller peaks at intermediate (40 km) and long (80 km) wavelengths. The energy flux is dominated by waves in the long category with l ' 80 km. The short waves make no contribution to EF z . The short waves are distributed in bursts over the broad Mt. Aspiring massif while the flux-carrying long waves are concentrated over the western edge.
b. Case RF16, leg 1
Research flight RF16 occurred on 4 July 2014 with strong wind across the Southern Alps (Figs. 8d and 9b) . Leg 1 on this day carried the largest fluxes in the entire DEEPWAVE project (MF x 5 2300 mPa, EF z 5 22 W m 22 ). The transect data for leg 1 is shown in Fig. 12 . The wavelet and power spectral analyses for w(x) variance and EF z 5 p 0 w 0 are shown in Fig. 13 . Figure 13 shows that the w variance is dominated by short waves with l ' 11 km with a nearly equal peak at 30 km. The energy flux is dominated by waves in the intermediate category with l ' 30 km . Again, the short waves make no contribution to EF z . The short waves are Occasionally, hints of flux-carrying waves longer than 150 km are seen in DEEPWAVE New Zealand legs. We ignore these here for three reasons: they contribute little to the total flux, they are barely captured in the 300-km cross-mountain legs, and their intrinsic frequency would be comparable to the Coriolis force time scale of 3 h at 448S latitude.
c. Spatial filter analysis
While spectral and wavelet analyses (Figs. 11 and 13) are useful for leg-by-leg scale analysis, it is not possible to show such diagrams for all 97 New Zealand legs. Instead, we turn to high-and low-pass spatial filters for a statistical-scale analysis of all the New Zealand DEEPWAVE legs. Here we use a triangle (i.e., ''double boxcar'') low-pass filter which attenuates the shorter waves according to Table 4 . To start, we show the results for a boxcar width of N 5 45 points giving D 5 10.8 km so the cross-over wavelength for (13) is l C 5 24 km (Fig. 14) . This high-pass filter captures the short waves with little contamination from the intermediate waves. The low-pass filter captures the long waves with some contribution from the intermediate waves. Figure 14 shows the variances for high-and lowpassed vertical winds (w 0 ). The regression line slopes indicate the fraction of the signal that survives the filter. The w-variance signal comes through the high-pass filter (l C , 24 km) nearly untouched (83%) while the low-pass filter cuts the variance to 37%, implying that F LP ' ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 0:37 p 5 0.61 so the dominant wavelength [ (13)] is about l ' (0.35)(24) 5 8 km. Our interpretation of this striking difference in filter response is that the vertical winds are dominantly short. While vertical winds are essential for vertical fluxes, they are dominated by short fluxless waves. This result was seen in Figs. 11 and 13 and is amplified below.
Figures 15a and 15b show the pressure-velocity correlations for the low-and high-pass waves. We use the normalized correlation coefficient (CC) with generic signals f(x) and g(x),
to show the tendency of these waves to propagate vertically and horizontally, independent of their amplitude: These attributes of the short waves are analogous to ducted or trapped lee waves often seen in the lower troposphere (e.g., Scorer 1949; Smith 1976) . One possibility is that the tropopause inversion layer (section 4) acts as a wave duct. If they are not vertically propagating FIG. 11 . Scale analysis for RF12 leg 10: (a) w-power wavelet, (b) w-power spectrum, (c) EF z wavelet, and (d) EF z spectrum. The spectra show three estimates: raw (black), smoothed (blue), and integrated wavelet (red). Thick reference lines divide long, intermediate, and short waves (Table 4) .
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waves, they may have been generated at their observed altitude by a nonlinear mechanism. Short waves may also be ''leaky'' or weakly evanescent waves with wavenumbers near the Scorer parameter. These Short waves are absent over the sea, except downwind of New Zealand, confirming that they are mountain induced, not some ambient background signal or an artifact of the aircraft measurements.
The possibility that short waves may be an artifact of observing error has been raised by Zhang et al. (2015) . They worry that the aircraft rises and falls in response to these vertical air motions, moving it off from a constant pressure surface. In fact, as long as the aircraft inertial platform, gust probe, and GPS systems are functioning properly, as we believe they were, (7) and the other corrections should remove such influences of aircraft motion.
To further verify the existence of the short wave bursts, we applied the N 5 45 (D 5 10.8 km, l C 5 24 km) high-pass filter to the primary (i.e., nose cone) and secondary (i.e., left wing pod) gust probes. This filter will isolate the short waves. These two gust-probe systems have independent differential pressure ports and inertial platforms. The resultant w variances correlated almost perfectly (i.e., slope 5 1.009 and R squared 5 0.9986) from leg to leg. This dataset includes legs flown along and against the wind, between which the aircraft altitude phase response varies. The agreement between these two independent instruments supports the existence of the short waves.
In Fig. 16 , we use a wider filter with N 5 120, D 5 28.8 km to separate the long (i.e., low pass) from intermediate (i.e., high pass) waves from all the New Zealand legs. The cross-over wavelength is l C 5 63 km-near the boundary between long and intermediate waves (Table 4) . In this diagram we show the ratio of the partial EF z to the total EF z as a function of the total EF z . In the legs with weaker fluxes, the low-pass (i.e., long) waves slightly dominate the EF z but the strongest flux legs (with EF z . 4 W m 22 ) are clearly dominated by the high-pass (i.e., intermediate) waves. This is a remarkable result, suggesting that in the strong flux events, the mountain waves ''downshift'' to use intermediate wavelengths. The results from cases RF12 and RF16, shown earlier, support this finding.
Wave-induced turbulence
On four occasions during RF09 and RF12, by climbing above 13 km, the GV aircraft was able to enter the zone of mountain wave breaking. On three other occasions (RF03, -13, -21), weaker turbulent zones were identified at z 5 12.1 km. An example of strong wave breaking is shown in Fig. 17 for RF09 leg 9 over Mt. Cook. The large-scale mountain wave brings the flow nearly to rest (i.e., from U 5 25 to 3 m s
21
) and in this slow region small-scale turbulence is found. The wave breaking occurs in a layer above the extratropical jet within a zone of reversed wind shear similar to that seen in T-REX (e.g., Doyle et al. 2011) . The dominant w scale is about 500 m (spectrum not shown), in agreement with Whiteway et al. (2003) . The corrected static pressure reaches a maximum in the stagnant zone as expected in decelerated flow. At the downstream end of the turbulent zone, the air temperature jumps downward from 2528 to 2628C associated with a 5-km-wide steep upward jet with w 5 3 m s
. The slow flow, high pressure, sharp cold updraft, and turbulence suggest wave overturning.
Comparison with previous mountain wave projects
To put the New Zealand DEEPWAVE results in a broader context, we recall a few strong mountain wave events from the literature describing low-stratosphere aircraft surveys (Table 5) . We restrict ourselves to large compact mountain ranges including the Rocky Mountain Front Range (Lilly and Kennedy 1973) , Pyrenees (Hoinka 1984) , and Sierras (Smith et al. 2008) . Each of these ridges rises 2 or 3 km above the adjacent level. The famous 11 January 1972 Boulder windstorm (Lilly 1978) cannot be compared here as it had no complete 12-km aircraft leg and the lower legs were contaminated by intense turbulent fluxes associated with plunging flow. These earlier projects reported only single-component momentum fluxes, usually as leg averages, in units of pascals (i.e., N m
22
). If the wave field is compact, this value may be inversely related to the leg length, providing a poor basis for comparison. For this reason, in Table 5 , we also estimate a leg-sum momentum flux in units of kilonewtons per meter. Another problem is that many earlier projects did not estimate dominant wavelengths for fluxes or w power, so in Table 5 we have estimated wave scales from their figures.
In Table 5 , we see that the maximum momentum fluxes and wave scales are comparable in all four projects. The DEEPWAVE project goes beyond earlier projects in regard to comparison of ocean versus terrain regions, flux error estimates, vertical and horizontal energy flux computations, statistical evidence of scale ''downshifting,'' rapid flux variation, short fluxless waves, and occasional wave overturning and breaking. FIG. 13 . As in Fig. 11 , but for the extreme case of RF16 leg 1 with EF z 5 22 W m 22 .
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Conclusions
This exploratory statistical analysis of the extensive DEEPWAVE GV dataset has two primary objectives: first, estimating the quality and uncertainty in wave flux estimates and second, describing the scale and physical character of gravity waves over New Zealand.
a. Data quality and flux uncertainty
The DEEPWAVE GV gravity wave surveys benefited from recent improved calibrations of aircraft wind and pressure sensors (Cooper et al. 2014) . We also had redundant sensors for wind, pressure, and geometric altitude. The comparison of our ''primary'' and ''secondary'' sensors helped in defining sensor and flux errors. Our flux uncertainties are 0.03 Pa for momentum flux and 0.4 and 2 W m 22 for vertical and horizontal energy fluxes, respectively (Table 3 ). Horizontal energy flux is the largest and the most accurately measured flux with a relative error less than 5%. These uncertainties are measurement errors and do not include sampling errors that are likely to be large in aircraft penetration of complex wave fields. Further tests of data quality involved the use of two laws of air motion: linearized momentum and the geostrophic law. The linearized momentum equation describes an inverse relationship between pressure and wind speed perturbations. It underlies the EliassenPalm (Eliassen and Palm 1960) relationship between wave energy and momentum flux shown in (10) and Fig. 5c . DEEPWAVE achieved a significantly improved verification of this law, in part by removing the geostrophic part of the pressure gradient in the energy flux calculation. An independent check on our ability to measure atmospheric pressure is the good comparison with the geostrophic pressure gradient (Fig. 2) .
b. Gravity wave characteristics
The role of mountains in gravity wave generation was well established in DEEPWAVE by comparing fluxes on 97 New Zealand mountain legs with 150 ocean legs (Fig. 4) . With few exceptions, the ocean leg fluxes were below the detection thresholds from Table 3 . Most of the exceptions were legs over small islands. While several DEEPWAVE ocean flights targeted forecasted waves in the stratosphere from fronts or convection, none of these flights found fluxes clearly exceeding our detection threshold. This result does not rule out the future identification of nonorographic (e.g., convective or frontal) wave generation but it puts bounds on their magnitude and frequency of occurrence in the low stratosphere at z 5 12.1 km.
Our airborne remote sensing instruments (e.g., lidars and passive infrared sensors) frequently found waves in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere on ocean legs (Fritts et al. 2016) . These middle-atmosphere waves may have been generated in the troposphere at a different location or time, or they may have been generated above the aircraft altitude. It is also possible that smallamplitude ''subdetection'' waves at flight level may have amplified aloft owing to the decreasing air density. This result reminds us of the difficulty of judging the relative global importance of large-amplitude waves over small areas of high terrain and barely detectable waves over the vast oceans.
A recurring question in the present analysis is whether the observed waves are steady. In section 3b, we showed that the steady-state relationship between EF z and momentum flux is well satisfied. In section 3d, we found that the horizontal EF is qualitatively consistent with steady mountain wave theory. In section 3e, we found that the fluxes can vary significantly between legs 45 min apart. In section 5, we assumed steady conditions to compute vertical displacement but noted some difference from leg to leg. To resolve these contradictions we mention a few relevant time scales. The advection time of air parcels through a distance D is T 5 D/U where U is the wind speed-say 30 m s 21 . For a 20-km wave T 5 670 s ; 11 min. The time for wave energy to propagate from the surface to flight level (H) is T 5 H/C GZ , where the vertical group velocity for quasi-steady waves is typically C GZ 5 U 2 k/N ; 27 m s 21 , so T 5 12 000/27 5 444 s 5 7 min.
These values suggest that a wave varying over an hour could still appear steady in terms of the dominance of the advective frequency and the response to surface forcing. Other aspects of wave unsteadiness are discussed by Chen et al. (2005) . , respectively. In general, these fluxes increased with wind speed across the mountains, but in a chaotic way (Fig. 6) . On the strongest wind days [e.g., RF16 with U(z 5 4 km) . 25 m s 21 ], the aircraft observed fluxes fluctuated rapidly in time, perhaps owing to an instability of some sort. Unlike the T-REX project over the Sierras in 2006, no downward-propagating waves were seen (Smith et al. 2008 ).
The GV flight-level measurements of air motion, temperature, and pressure over New Zealand found scales ranging from a few tens of meters to 350 km. To disentangle this complex mix of scales, we defined four categories of wavelengths: long (60-150 km), intermediate (20-60 km), short (6-20 km), and turbulence (,2 km) (see Table 4 ). In most cases, the flux-carrying waves fell in the long and intermediate categories. This result suggests that future observations, theory, and modeling of gravity wave momentum fluxes should focus on the wavelength range from 20 to 150 km.
During strong wave events (EF z . 4 W m
22
), the dominant wavelength shortened markedly and fell into our intermediate category (i.e., 20-60 km). We describe this process as scale ''downshifting.'' The larger fluxes are carried not just by stronger waves but by shorter waves. While the rapid change in energy and momentum flux (section 3e) and the scale downshifting (section 6c) may require a nonlinear theory, a simple hypothesis is that the low-level flow may shift quickly from ''terrain following'' to ''envelope following.'' By envelope following we mean that the air flows over the higher ridges without descending into the valleys. The occasional inability of airflow to flush out cold valley air is well documented (e.g., Lareau et al. 2013; Vosper et al. 2014 ). An idealized example of downshifting is given in appendix B using an analytical linear hydrostatic formulation. Realistic numerical simulation of this hypothesized mechanism would require a model with a boundary layer designed to respond properly to steep terrain and horizontal pressure gradients (e.g., Smith et al. 2002; Doyle and Durran 2002; Zängl 2012; Lundquist et al. 2012) .
Also surprising was the common occurrence of short waves (6-20 km) at flight level over New Zealand. They occur in bursts over and downwind of high terrain. These smooth quasi-periodic motions dominate the w power at flight level. With typical vertical velocity magnitudes of 2 m s 21 , they cause the air to oscillate vertically with peak-to-trough amplitude of about 200 m. Similar to the intermediate and long waves, they exhibit an upwind energy flux indicating that they are trying to fight against the advection of wave energy by the ambient wind. They carry little or no vertical flux of energy and momentum, however. In this characteristic, they resemble ducted lee waves often seen in the lower troposphere. If they are ducted, they may be riding on the tropopause inversion layer often seen in balloon soundings (Fig. 8) as well as dropsonde and MTP soundings not shown here. These short waves may have leaked upward into the stratosphere from rough terrain below, but it is also possible that they were generated locally in the stratosphere by a nonlinear process. Waves near the tropopause with wavelengths in the 6-12-km range have been reported before by Duck and Whiteway (2005) and Smith et al. (2008) . On four occasions, the aircraft ascended to 13 km and encountered breaking gravity waves. The wave breaking is characterized by flow stagnation, high pressure, strong cold ascent, and turbulence with 500-m eddies.
We have shown that the DEEPWAVE GV dataset is a valuable resource for the study of gravity waves in Earth's atmosphere. Our analysis herein is primarily statistical. The present work will be followed by detailed case studies including data from the DLR Falcon, balloons, dropsondes, and remote sensing data. Research issues identified in this study include scale downshifting, flux unsteadiness or oscillation, short fluxless waves dominating w power in the stratosphere, and turbulent wave breaking. An understanding of these occurrences will require detailed theoretical analysis and numerical simulation. A further challenge in DEEPWAVE is to relate wave properties found at flight level, described here, with those found in middle stratosphere and above with remote sensing instruments. Ultimately, we hope to clarify the impact of gravity waves on the general circulation. (Bacmeister et al. 1996) .
d Pyrenees Experiment (PYREX) in 1990 (Hoinka 1984; Bougeault et al. 1997 ).
d Mesocale Alpine Experiment (MAP) in 1999 (e.g., Smith and Broad 2003; Doyle and Smith 2003; Smith et al. 2007 ).
d T-REX in 2006 (e.g., Smith et al. 2008 Doyle et al. 2011 , Wroblewski et al. 2010 ).
d Stratosphere-Troposphere Analysis of Regional Transport 2008 (START08) (Zhang et al. 2015) .
d Gravity Wave Life Cycle (GW-LCYCLE) in 2013 (Ehard et al. 2016 ).
APPENDIX B
Hydrostatic Wave Drag Spectra on Smooth and Rough Hills
Consider two 2D hill shapes: a smooth Gaussian h(x) exp(ikx) dx, 
where we refer to the integrand as the ''drag spectrum'' (Smith 2004) shown in Fig. B1b . The two drag coefficients [(11)], proportional to the area under the curves, are C D 5 1 and C D 5 3.9, respectively. Note that the width scale d cancels out of the drag; it's the shape that matters. The rough four-bump hill shape has a drag spectrum that peaks at a much higher wavenumber than the smooth Gaussian: that is, k MAX 5 0. 
